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Subject of the Grievance
This case concerns an alleged Title 212 bypass for an emergency call-out at the Bakersfield
headquarters.

Facts of the Case
On Tuesday, September 17, 2013, a Troubleman requested a crew be called to make necessary
repairs to a bad underground transformer in Bakersfield. The on-call supervisor requested that
Dispatch utilize ARCOS to call out an Electric Crew Foreman, Lineman, Apprentice Lineman, and an
ESC Estimator. Additionally, the on-call supervisor requested that ARCOS "chain" the yards in order
to get the requested crew, therefore ARCOS was set-up to call the identified classifications in
Bakersfield, then Wasco, then Taft as needed.

The Bakersfield Apprentice Linemen were out of town for training and none were signed on the 212
list. ARCOS called all Bakersfield Apprentice Lineman who were signed on the annual list however
none responded due to their being out of town. ARCOS then rolled to the Wasco headquarters and
contacted the #1 Apprentice Lineman on the 212 list without response, followed by the #2 Apprentice
Lineman who accepted the call-out. The Apprentice Lineman drove from his home in Bakersfield to
the Wasco yard to retrieve his tools and then back to Bakersfield to report for the emergency job.

Discussion
The Committee reviewed PRC 896 and PRC 1351. PRC 896 states "The committee agreed that both
classifications have performed this work in the past; however, the Company has the right to
determine which classification is necessary and will be used to perform work." and "Where the work
to be performed is work that is common to more than one classification, the Agreement does not
provide exclusive rights for one classification in an emergency call-out situation." In PRC 1351 the
Pre-Review Committee determined "... the provisions of Titles 208 and 212 must be followed in the
assignment of overtime. Therefore, Salinas maintenance employees are entitled to first crack at the
overtime in their headquarters service territory."
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The Union argued that PRC 896, followed by PRC 1351 outlines the Company's right to determine
the classification, however also demonstrates that where a task is "common duty", the Company is
obligated to utilize qualified employees who are signed on the 212 list prior to using personnel from
another headquarters. In this case, the Company had the right to request Apprentice Linemen as
part of the crew, but once the 212 list was exhausted for Apprentice Lineman, the Company should
have called out the signed Lineman from the headquarters, before obtaining an Apprentice Lineman
from another headquarters. The Union also stated that it would have been prudent and cost effective
to use Lineman on the 212 list in Bakersfield and recommends reviewing the 212 list and ARCOS
when 'chaining' headquarters.

The Company agreed that PRC 896 clearly demonstrates the Company's right to determine the
classification to be used, however disagrees that PRC 1351 requires the Company to utilize other
classifications at the headquarters if the classification determined to be required is unavailable. The
Company argued that PRC 1351 merely outlines the Company's obligation to utilize the 212 list to
obtain employees for emergency overtime within the determined classification. The Company agreed
using other signed qualified classifications at the headquarters would be one of the many options
available once the 212 list is exhausted for the identified required classification. The Company is
under no obligation to exhaust resources in all classifications with common duty at the headquarters
before going to another headquarters.

Decision
The Committee agreed that a second Lineman could have been called from the Bakersfield 212 list
however, there was no contractual obligation to do so. The Committee found no violation and this
case is closed without adjustment.
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